
M-Files 9.0 Embodies Flexible Enterprise Content Management with 
Advanced Multiple Vault Cooperation Capabilities

Support for Multiple Document Vault Deployments Enables Efficient Organization of 
Separate Content Repositories by Function or Line of Business in a Unified Manner

DALLAS, September 4, 2012: M-Files Inc., the developer of M-Files flexible cloud, on-presmise, and 
hybrid, and on-premise enterprise content management (ECM) solutions, today announced that M-Files 
9.0 features advanced support for multiple document vault deployments. With enhanced interaction and 
cooperation between multiple data repositoriesdocument vaults, M-Files 9.0 customers can share 
documents and other data objects easily and efficiently between different servers and databases 
separate vaults. 

With this advanced new capability, M-Files 9.0 users can specify certain files for sharing from the 
company's vault with a separate publishing vault, for example. In this scenario, the user can then easily 
provide clients and partners with up-to-date price lists, product descriptions, brochures, and other 
material from the publishing vault at all times, while still maintaining a central document repository. The 
replication rules are based on metadata enabling users to specify dynamic replication rules, such as 
replication of all English Price lists to the website.

"M-Files 9.0 takes content replication to new era by allowing M-Files customers to easily configure 
replication rules based on documents properties or metadata. Instead of replicating all content to 
multiple databases, M-Files 9.0 allows totally new use case scenarios where our customers can easily 
and securely publish selected content to subcontractors, partners and customers from their on-premise 
system to the cloud, or vice versa,”The multiple vault cooperation capabilities in M-Files 9.0 allows 
organizations to efficiently organize and dedicate document vaults for certain functions, such as 
accounting or engineering, or for different operating divisions or lines of business, while still allowing 
documents and information located in any vault to be seamlessly located and accessed in a unified 
manner," said Greg Milliken, president of M-Files Inc. "The same technology allows our clients to make 
the most of their metadata management by allowing long term archiving based on metadata properties. 
This eases dramatically customers’ abilities to follow their data retention and long-term archiving plans. 
This capability in M-Files 9.0 is particularly important for larger enterprises that need to more efficiently 
organize significant amounts of data."

"We work in close cooperation with another company with whom we share certain parts (but not all) of 
our business. We need to share documents related to the shared business, but not other files," said Karl 
Lausten, Owner of Bright Ideas, and an M-Files 9.0 beta user. "With multi-level cooperation capabilities 
across several document vaults, we can set up one shared vault -- and let the system replicate relevant 
documents into that vault -- while still having our documents reside in our own vault. Either group can 
access only the specific documents that the other party has classified as common." 

In addition to advanced support for multiple document vault deployments, M-Files 9.0 offers a variety of 
new features and enhancements related to mobile access, search, capturing and OCR, publishing and 
collaboration, ease of use and more. The beta version of M-Files 9.0 is currently available, with the 
official launch scheduled for late September 2012. 

About M-Files Inc.

http://www.m-files.com/


M-Files Inc. develops the award-winning M-Files enterprise content management (ECM) system and 
cloud-based service M-Files Cloud Vault that runs on the Windows Azure platform. M-Files is easy to 
deploy, learn and use, and has enabled thousands of businesses in over 90 countries make dramatic 
gains in efficiency and productivity by improving the way they organize and manage their business 
documents, information and processes. M-Files is available in 24 languages and is in use at customers 
such as AstraZeneca, EADS, Flybe Airlines and Parker Hannifin. For more information, visit us at www.m-
files.com, the M-Files blog, and follow us on Facebook and Twitter.

M-Files is a registered trademark of M-Files Inc. All other registered trademarks belong to their respective owners.
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